
cache The cyberpunk cryptocurrency trading 
game based on the classic Drugwars.



overview

Remember Drugwars? You may have played it on a TI 

graphing calculator! Cache is a web-based, ERC20 and 

ERC721 powered, cryptocurrency trading game based on 

this old classic.

Instead of buying and selling drugs - you buy and 

sell cryptocurrencies in a cyberpunk dystopian 

setting.





The year is 2084. The traditional 

world economies have collapsed.



All fiat currencies have been replaced by several 

cryptocurrencies largely owned by technology company cartels.



coins



The dominant currency is 

Hashcoin, created by the 

mysterious Kikai Hashimoto.



You are a low level megacity dweller nobody cares 

about, besides the loan sharks from the PLASMANET 

conglomerate. You owe them a large debt.



One day, rummaging through the garbage, you find a crumpled 

piece of foiled paper with what appears to be a 

cryptocurrency private key. You stuff it in your pocket.



The very next day, the only person-owned cryptocurrency 

exchange, CharlottesWeb, lists a new token by the name of 

CACHE.



Drinking beer in your 

Tent City safe house 

that night, you 

decide to give the 

private key from the 

crumpled piece of 

paper a try.



To your surprise, you find that you now own 50 Cache! Can you 

trade your way out of this rat race? While while avoiding 

corruption, violence, and deceit around every corner?



about

CACHE is an also an ERC20 token created 

for powering the game. All fictitious 

coins in the game will be.

Tokens can be exchanged inside or 

outside the game ecosystem. CACHE aims 

for a strong blend of “reality” and 

sci-fi fantasy.



about

The game harnesses both in game 

currencies as ERC20 tokens, and the 

unique collectibles (non-fungible 

token) that a ERC721 token can provide. 

Think avatars and rare items.



about

For signing up, users are given an 

amount of the ERC20 token to first try 

the game. More tokens can be 

accumulated through successful 

gameplay.



team

Erik Johnson 

Game design and programming

Led successful web and mobile application development releases for 

Harvard Medical School, acquired startups, and multiple Fortune 

500 companies.

Roscoe Lamontagne

Artwork and game design

Art installations and clients include the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT), Comcast, and Tufts University.



Thank you!

We have a game demo on the DevPost. Also, feel 

free to come up to us whenever to give the game a 

try.

We’re excited to get this game production ready.


